The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
This system is simple, straight forward and quick... and it works!
A remarkable breakthrough for people seeking $60,000 to $750,000+.
An Exciting New Service That
Makes Job Hunting Much Faster
n Revolutionary and inexpensive.
n Unmatched worldwide.
n Gives a big competitive advantage.
n Can cut job hunting time.
n Helps those seeking greater income.
n Provides 25 ways to get interviews.
n Become top 5% at interviewing.
n Know how to change industries.
n Backed by a money back guarantee.
n Use new approaches.
n Copy or adapt new style resumes.
n Copy or adapt powerful letters.
n Instantly available worldwide.
n Great for outplacement.
n Helps people repay student loans faster.

CareerPace
www.careerpace.com
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The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
How It Came to Be.
n This is about a simple science for job hunting
that makes job hunting easier and faster.
n Gone are the old-style resumes & approaches.
This makes getting interviews quicker.
n Even years ago a few of the basics of our system
were released to good comments:
“The best for finding a better job.” Chicago Today
“A breakthrough”
Personnel Journal
“Advanced”
Vocational Quarterly
“Indispensable”
Business Week
“Hundreds of new ideas”
Houston Chronicle
“Inside information”
St. Paul Press
“Worthwhile for anyone”
Retired Officer
n Today, our system has moved dramatically ahead,
reducing strain and worry, and cutting job
hunting time by up to 80%.

Why This System is Needed.
n

Competition is at record levels. 30 million
resumes are now circulated every day.

n

Millions at middle and senior levels give up
on job hunting—when they cannot succeed.

n

Graduates need to advance their careers to
repay student loans. And each year 4 million
graduating students look for new jobs.
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How We Created This System
This is a copyrighted job changing system that helps people get ahead in
their field or move out to another field... and often for significantly more income.
To create it took millions of dollars and years of work with 20,000 job seekers
worldwide. But it is an incredible bargain... and doesn’t depend on “genius’ or “luck.”
With 30 million resumes in circulation, bold new ideas were long overdue, as
millions have little excess cash or security, and many are blocked from growth.
We asked ourselves what could be done to help people achieve a better life
style? And the main thing was for them to never waste time in dead-end situations.
And, we also knew that instead of struggling with old style job hunting, giving
them a way for making the right change could be the key to higher earnings and
a fresh new outlook on life.
Our solution was to start by focusing on making changing jobs a lot easier.
We did this by analytically breaking down every single detail of the four (4) major
job hunting areas.
Our Easier Way to Change Jobs System equips you with
(1) New, easier and faster ways to get interviews;
(2) New style resumes with much more impact, that you can copy;
(3) Impressive power letters for every situation that you can copy; and
(4) Exactly what you need to do, to be in the top 5% at interviewing.
Now, the system we’ve created is surprisingly simple and self-tailoring. It also
allows you to job hunt with far less strain or worry.
Is there a catch? Well you can’t go back to old methods. Why? You’ll risk
chasing the wrong leads, scattering old materials and being under too much strain.
What does this require? You’ll have to follow the key parts that relate to you
and keep an open mind. But do these and a better life can be at your fingertips.
And that includes, whatever you seek, higher pay, more satisfaction or growth
opportunity. So, if you’re serious about moving up, you should give it a try.
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The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
What We Make Available... Worldwide.
(1) Our system is in 70 online Briefing Reports. At 10-12 pages,
you use what you need. In color and illustrated, they cover
professional advice on every key job hunting topic.
(2) You’ll also get online, our AUDIO VERSION, if you prefer to learn
by listening or seminars. They are fast moving and interesting.
(3) And, you’ll get our 4 online books abridged from our Reports,
covering the main points of our system. At 100 pages each, in
color, illustrated, they can be immediately downloaded.
Everything is accessible for 12 months, with all additions
and updates, and you get everything instantly worldwide.
(4) We can also ship our abridged books in ‘print editions,’ with key
system highlights and in color and illustrated.

What Our Service Does for People.
n Job hunting becomes faster, saving enormous time.
n They have a competitive advantage.
n They can cut job hunting time.
n Strain and worry are largely eliminated.
n They use great new style resumes.
n They use powerful letters that worked for others.
n They can get more interviews and do better in them.
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The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
Our system comes in 70 Briefing Reports, averaging 10 to 12
pages, in color and illustrated. People just use what they need.
How to Get Maximum Interviews.
#01 Career Pace Partners

03 CAREER PACE

#02 CAREER PACE

How The
Two Job
Markets Work

Introduction
to toAn
Easier
Introduction
Reports...(7
pgs)
Way to Look For a Job
A new way to
change jobs

1

Answering Ads
For Maximum
Interviews

#04 CAREER PACE

Finding Leads to
Unpublished Jobs
Great Opportunities
With Less Competition.

1

#05 CAREER PACE

#06 CAREER PACE

11
1

#07 CAREER PACE

How to Get
Maximum Calls
From Recruiters

Getting Interviews
by Contacting
Employers

1

Networking
Made Easierr

#08 CAREER PACE

Maximizing
LinkedIn

Succeeding Ahead
of Competition.

Competing!

#09 CAREER PACE

#10 CAREER PACE
1

#11 CAREER PACE

1 1

How to Get a
Job Created
For Yourself

Phone Power
Gets Interviews
Using Proven
Scripts Works!

1

#12 CAREER PACE

The Potential Value of
Marketing Websites

How to Change
Industries

It helps some people get
more interviews fast.

Simple
keys to
success.
#13 CAREER PACE

Your Game
Plan For
Getting
Interviews
A simple plan always
beats trial and error.

1

#14 CAREER PACE

#15 CAREER PACE

Sources for Finding
Executives to Contact

Your Step-by-Step
Action Plan
Getting organized for
a first rate campaign!

1

1

Where to find
the right people.

#16 CAREER PACE

Leading Recruiters,
Venture Capitalists &
Private Equity Firms
Major organizations
in these fields.
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New Style Resumes to Copy.
#18 CAREER PACE

1

What’s Wrong With 95%
of 30 Million Resumes

Ideas that make
a difference.

#21 CAREER PACE

THE INCREDIBLE
POWER OF
BIOGRAPHIES

The Mercedes of
Presentations.

#19 CAREER PACE

#20 CAREER PACE

Using Outstanding
New Style Resumes

Successful
Universal Resumes
These all produced
substantial interviews.

How to multiply your activity
by up to 7 to 10 times.

1

#22 CAREER PACE

1

Successful
Samples
of Executive
Biographies

#23 CAREER PACE

A Sample of
An Executive
Creative Package
How a Person Went From No
Activity... to 25 Interviews.
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Powerful Letters to Copy or Adapt.
Report # 17... Job Hunting SuperSearch

#27 CAREER PACE

#28 CAREER PACE

Powerful Letters
Get People to Call

Successful
Letters to
Employers

How to open doors to
exciting opportunities.
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#29 CAREER PACE

Networking Letters
That Worked
Networking letters can
bring lot of referrals.
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#11
#30 CAREER PACE
#11

Letters
for Using
With
Openings

#31 CAREER PACE

1

Letters for
Using With
References

#26

Follow Up
Letters
A great interview is
worth a great follow up.

Great references can
make all the difference.

31 Reference lets cover (was 17).indd 1

#32 CAREER PACE

10/29/18 9:29 AM
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The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
Excelling at Interviewing—Being in the Top 5%.
#39 CAREER PACE

#40 CAREER PACE

Turning Interviews
into Great Job
Offers

How To Maximize
Chemistry With
Everyone You Meet

#41 CAREER PACE

#42 CAREER PACE

Projecting The
Right Image

How to
Handle
Objections

1

These
guidelines
can put
you in the
top 5%.

1

Formal or casual...
your image
speaks volumes.

Easy steps that work.

This can
build
anyone’s
confidence.

1

1 1

#43 CAREER PACE

1

How to Read
The Interviewer’s
Personality
These simple
principles can
help you get
them to like
you more.

43 Reading Person's (42)indd.indd 1

#45 CAREER PACE

#44 CAREER PACE

How To Use References
To Win A New Job

A NEGOTIATING
SYSTEM THAT WORKS
Just follow the scripts
that others have used.

Simple approaches
that always work.

1

1
1

10/28/18 10:02 AM

Solutions for other job hunting concerns.
#46 CAREER PACE

How to
Uncover All
Your Real
Marketable
Assets

#50 CAREER PACE

What to Do When
You Are Unemployed
Simple actions for getting
a job in the shortest time.

#47 CAREER PACE

#48 CAREER PACE

#49 Career Pace Partners

Setting The Right
Job Title Goals

Timing and
Financing
Your Search

Building Your
Will to Succeed

Things to consider while
selecting your goals.

#51 CAREER PACE

Selling Your
Transferable Skills

1

#52 CAREER PACE

NEW WAYS
TO THINK
ABOUT
YOURSELF
You may have
more to market
than you realize.

A positive attitude helps
guarantee your success.

Report
# 17...
Job
Hunting
SuperSearch
Report
# 28...
Job
Hunting
SuperSearch

#53 CAREER PACE

Career Options
For Wall Street
Professionals
These
people
can often
select
from many
careers.

1
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Our Briefing Reports shown on all these pages are all fast moving and easy-to-read—similar to certain magazine articles.
#56 CAREER PACE

#55 CAREER PACE

#54 CAREER PACE

NEW CAREER
OPTIONS
FOR FORMER
MILITARY

New
Careers
For
Educators

1

CAREER ADVICE FOR
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

10 Top
Career
Changes
for
Executives

The amazing
options
educators
have today.

# 58 CAREER PACE

#57 CAREER PACE

A simple approach to
give you a good start.

95% choose
one of these
directions.

#59
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CAREER PACE

1

1

Seniors can now work
as long as they want.

FOR PEOPLE WHO
MAY BE TOO
SPECIALIZED

1 1

63 CAREER PACE

For People
Who May
be Seen as
Generalists
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#61 CAREER PACE

#64 CAREER PACE

#65 CAREER PACE

ADVICE FOR THOSE
WHO LACK A DEGREE

FOR PEOPLE WHO
HAVE BEEN TOO
LONG IN ONE FIRM
OR INDUSTRY

How to best handle
a common concern.
1 11

Some
ideas for
handling a
great asset.
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#66 CAREER PACE

Reviewing Career and
Job Hunting Services
A look at practices, pricing
guidelines & more.

#69 CAREER PACE

Thoughts on Starting
Your Own Business

#67 CAREER PACE

#68 CAREER PACE

What To Do When Your Job
Search Doesn’t Go Right
How to fine tune and
refresh a job search.

1

1

FOR PEOPLE WHO
HAVE CHANGED
JOBS TOO MUCH

There’s no limit if you
can market yourself.

Some ideas that
may be right
for you.

#62 CAREER PACE

1

For Entrepreneurs
Entering The
Market

For People With
Age Concerns

Selecting a
New Career
After
Raising
A Family

#60 CAREER PACE

1

Is it time to
become
an entrepreneur?
Copyright © 2017 by CTSL Press. All rights reserved. Reproduction is strictly prohibited by Job Hunting SuperSearch.

Each person gets worldwide instant access
online for a year, with all updates and additions.

How to Start a
Search for An
International
Job From
The U.S.

1
1
1
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The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
People Also Get Our Audio Version.
For those who prefer to learn by listening...
or through seminars, these are also available
for the vast majority of our 70 reports.
Our audios have been enjoyed by
hundreds of thousands of professionals
at all income levels worldwide.
Slightly abridged from our written and
illustrated reports, our audios are very
fast moving and cover all key highlights.
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For Professionals & Executives
From $60,000 to $750,000+

An Easier Way
to Change Jobs

The Simple Science of
New Style Job Hunting
Part 1— of The Easier Way
to Change Jobs System

by Bob Gerberg

Outstanding New
Style Resumes
For Professionals
and Executives
From $60,000 to
$750,000+

Part 2—of The Easier Way
to Change Jobs System

by Bob Gerberg

We Also Make Available 4 Books
Book #1. An Easier Way to
Change Jobs...The Simple Science
of New Style Job Hunting.
Our books average 100 pages, in color and illustrated.
This explains our system’s approaches for getting
interviews, while dramatically cutting job hunting time.
Gone are the old-style resumes or old approaches.
n  How the two new job markets work.
n  The only good strategies for answering ads.
n  Easy ways to find leads to private jobs.
n  The professional rules for making direct mail work.
n  How to get the most calls from recruiters.
n  New ways for making networking faster.
n  Phone power to get interviews, with proven scripts.
n  A formula for creating a job for yourself.
n  100 fast growing industries and keys to changing.
n  25 ways for getting the interviews you need.
n  The marketing game plans that work.
n  10 keys to making job hunting easier, and more.

Book #2. Outstanding New
Style Resumes.
Today, with one job site claiming 120,000,000 resumes
on file, this system’s exciting new approach and easy
to copy samples are essential. Some of what this book
covers includes:
n  Judge your resume on a 1-10 scale.
n  New style resumes for different applications.
n  Why new style resumes are 7 to 10 x better.
n  Proven samples of universal resumes.
n  Quick response resumes to reach executives.
n  Electronic resumes to use over the internet.
n  Impressive biographies samples.
n  The ultimate executive creative packages.
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Great Letters
Which Won
New Jobs
For Professionals
and Executives
From $60,000 to
$750,000+

Part 3 — of The Easier Way
to Change Jobs System

by Bob Gerberg

Interviewing Skills:
How to Be in The Top 5%

For Professionals & Executives
From $60,000 to $750,000+

Part 4—of The Easier Way
to Change Jobs System

by Bob Gerberg

Book #3. Great Letters
Which Won New Jobs.
The 3rd part of our system supplies easy to copy
power letters, that excite employers about you.
n  Direct letters to employers.
n  Great third-party letters to employers.
n  Letters for networking that eliminate cold calls.
n  Letters for alumni.
n  Great letters for answering ads.
n  Great letters for leads you’ve uncovered.
n  Great letters for using with your references.
n  Samples of winning follow up letters.
n  Letters for networking influential executives.

Book #4. Interviewing Skills:
How to Be in The Top 5%.
The 4th part of our system. Many people treat interviewing too lightly. But, among finalists, only one is the winner.
n  The interviewing questions to be ready for.
n  Proven answers to challenging questions.
n  How to handle video interviews—and impress.
n  The 20 new make or break interviewing rules.
n  The 7 essential steps for maximizing chemistry.
n  A new way to handle objections in interviews.
n  How to consistently project the right image.
n  Using body language to get positive results.
n  How to read any interviewer’s personality.
n  An negotiating system with proven scripts, and more.

Our online books are abridged from our Briefing Reports, but cover the
main points of our system. They can be instantly available and downloaded worldwide by clients and are updated throughout each year. Printed versions of our books, also in color and illustrated, are available.
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The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
What People Say.
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We’d like to share some comments from people who used the system we’ve pioneered.
When people finish a search, we ask them to email 1 or 2 lines about what was most
helpful. These are typical as comments cover a broad range. Over 98% are favorable.
“It was humbling to find there was so much I didn’t know.” VP Sales
“My confidence soared reviewing your ideas.” Corporate Photographer
“You tell people what to do and precisely how to do it.” Program Manager
“Just received my MBA. This was of great help.” Research Analyst
“Now I realize that I wasn’t really job hunting before!” MD
“Frankly my job hunting skills were a zero. Now, I’m a 10.” Business Owner
“Was going nowhere... but got 15 interviews.” Recent Student
“Is there anyone who would not do better?” Director of Finance
“Compared to what I was doing, this was a huge advantage.” Project Director
“A career saver. You provide a large dose of hope.’” Day Care Manager
“A light bulb went off.” Computer Science Major
“Bottom line is your system works. That’s all that counts.” Chemical Engineer
“Gave me immediate confidence.” Director of Nursing
“For the first time in my life, I was ready for job hunting.” Director of Operations
“Overall, a very positive career changing experience.” Trainer
“Completely changes job hunting from all I used to do.” CIO
“Have managed to salvage my career.” Financial Executive
“Clear advice. Easy reading. Gives support in every stage.” Senior Engineer
“Everything was excellent. My new resumes got noticed.” Plant Manager
“My presentations were the best I’ve ever had.” Project Manager
“A rare life-changing experience.” VP/Engineering
“The overall creative system was most significant.” Copywriter
“What I got from your service is beyond what I can say.” Executive VP
“The resumes were 10x better than what I had.” Account Executive
“I felt for the first time I really did a professional search.” Home Care Administrator
“My wife says you saved my career. I guess that says it.” Cost Accountant
“Being able to copy your letters was invaluable.” Director of Marketing
“It’s fair to say you make job hunting a different ball game.” Coach
“Bold and aggressive for me, but it worked.” Professor
“You are reinventing job hunting.” Software Developer
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The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
About Us... and How We Created This System
Career Pace is a publishing and digital publishing firm.
Our focus is on uncovering easier and faster ways to help
professionals and executives find new jobs.
The author of our system is Bob Gerberg, a leading authority on job hunting.
Over 30 years he has authored hundreds of audios and videos, and
dozens of books.
These included The Professional Job Changing System, $100,000 and
Above, and 15 New Rules for Job Hunting Success. He also authored
TAPIT, The Personal Marketing Program and numerous others.
Many of these were used in outplacement programs by groups such as
the U.S. Marine Corps, the CIA, and corporations such as Warner Lambert, Exxon, Citicorp, Kellogg, Novartis and more.
In total, more than $700 million of his publications, audios, videos, resume and outplacement services have been sold worldwide by firms with
whom he has partnered and licensed.
Bob was an U.S. Air Force officer, and then worked in marketing with
GE, Honeywell and PepsiCo. After becoming a VP of Marketing Services,
he received venture capital to enter the employment field.
He has a BA from Colgate University, a year of studies as an Air Force
Officer, an MBA from the University of Pittsburgh and advanced studies at
MIT, sponsored by PepsiCo.
In creating this system, he was assisted by over 50 partners, as they
worked privately over many years with more than 20,000 professionals,
and evolved The Easier Way to Change Jobs System.
Their highly analytical, creative and scientific approach now sets a new
standard for excellence in this field.
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The Easier Way to Change Jobs System
Recapping What We Make Available—Worldwide.
(1) Our system is in 70 online Briefing Reports. At 10-12 pages,
you use what you need. In color and illustrated, they cover
professional advice on every key job hunting topic.
(2) You’ll also get online, our AUDIO VERSION, if you prefer to learn
by listening or seminars. They are fast moving and interesting.
(3) And, you’ll get our 4 online books abridged from our Reports,
covering the main points of our system. At 100 pages each, in
color, illustrated, they can be immediately downloaded.
Everything is accessible for 12 months, with all additions
and updates, and you get everything instantly worldwide.
(4) We can also ship our books in ‘print editions,’ with key system
highlights... and also in color and illustrated.

The Easier Way to Change Jobs System

Inexpensive and highly affordable. Can cut job hunting time.
Instantly available worldwide. For anyone seeking $60K to $750K.

What Our Service Does For People.
Job hunting becomes easier and confidence grows.
Strain, worry and confusion are largely eliminated.
People use great new style resumes and powerful letters.
People can get more interviews... and be at their best.

CareerPace

1700 Lincoln St. 7th floor
Denver, CO 80204 1-877-576-9997
publisher@careerpace.com

Visit www.careerpace.com

